


Irvine, California

To design and manufacture linear LED lighting solutions that provide 
quality illumination with the benefits of reduced infrastructure, simplified 
installation and lower maintenance costs. We connect solutions to 
applications with highly configurable products at prices that allow our 
customers to spend budgets on the stylistic elements that we light.

OUR 

MISSION

All Tempo products and systems are manufactured at Tempo’s 
Irvine, California headquarters. In an era where projects are 
delayed waiting for overseas shipments, Tempo maintains full 
control of our supply chain and provides the industry’s shortest 
and most reliable lead times.

With a friendly and responsive sales and customer service team, 
Tempo makes your project a priority.

MADE IN USA

AWARD WINNING

Tempo was an early pioneer in LED technology, shipping 
the first LED safety lighting products in 1997. Recognizing 
the game-changing benefits of LEDs, we leveraged our 
experience and developed architectural LED lighting systems 
for accent, cove and wall wash applications in addition to an 
industrial line for general illumination.

Tempo’s extensive range of products has received multiple 
lighting design awards and patents in recognition for our 
innovative advances.

LED PIONEER

THE POWER OF

CLiP® 

Cinemark Theatres Playa Vista
Los Angeles, CA

C6R

Configurable Lighting Platform
Tempo’s proprietary CLiP technology empowers you to design linear LED 
lighting solutions with all the features and visual effects imaginable. Our 
modular and interchangeable components provide the freedom and 
flexibility to create beautiful lighting that is energy efficient, meets budget 
requirements and maintains design integrity. With CLiP, the only thing that 
stands between you and the ideal lighting solution is your imagination.
 

Benefits of CLiP
Design Freedom & Flexibility – Our lighting experts partner with you 
to configure the features and visual effects desired. We assist you from 
the beginning to the end to ensure that your project fulfills your design 
objectives within budget. By collaborating early in the design process, we 
assure that your project benefits from the versatility of CLiP.

Reduced Construction Costs – Because CLiP is a linear integrated 
platform, there is less infrastructure and associated support costs such as 
fewer electrical drops, pipe and wire and highly skilled labor. Just “CLiP” the 
fixtures together for fast and simple installation.

Lower Maintenance Costs – We engineer reliability into every product. 
Additionally, easily accessible components allow micro-maintenance, 
reducing lifetime costs and increasing product sustainability.

Quick Delivery – Vertical integration and U.S. manufacturing allows build-
to-order products and prompt delivery to keep your project timeline intact.



Tempo’s expansive portfolio of linear LED systems provides design solutions for accent, cove, wall wash 
and wall graze applications. Endless configurations and unique construction features give you the design 
flexibility to match the best solution to the application. With multiple lumen packages and precision optics, 
integral or remote power systems and selectable on center spacing, the ideal solution is at your fingertips.

C3R Accent

C3S Serpentine Accent

DIM-Z Dimming Interface 
Module, 0-10V

C4R Cove

C4S Serpentine Cove

C5R Cove

C6R Cove, Wall Wash/Graze

C6S Serpentine Cove, Wall 
Wash/Graze

C6RX Exterior Cove, Wall 
Wash/Graze

C7R05 Cove, Wall Wash/
Graze

SPL Step/Path Light

LOW LUMEN OUTPUT
100-350 Lm/ft
Remote Power Supply

Integral Power Supply

DIMMING 
CONTROLS

STEP & PATH
Remote Power Supply

MID LUMEN OUTPUT
350-755 Lm/ft
Remote Power Supply | C4
Integral Power Supply | C5

HIGH LUMEN OUTPUT
500-970 Lm/ft
Integral Power Supply

Delivering the First Level of 
Light from a Cove Fixture

Prefabricated Architectural 
Cove Detail Coming Soon!

Focus Brands
Atlanta, GA

C6R
Credit:  Gensler (Architect)

 Smart Lighting Solutions, Inc. (Lighting Designer)



Carmike Theatre
Sandestin, FL

SWIII, Guardian, C6R

GENERAL 

ILLUMINATION

SAFETY 

ILLUMINATION MARKER LIGHTS

HLS House Lighting System SWIII Wall Light SWIII In-Line Row Marker

LPS Low Profile Step System

Guardian Step & Aisle System Seat Light I

Supplemental Rail Light Seat Light II

RSL Round Seat Light

Vanguard Illuminated Display

Vertical Light

Sentinel Post Light Vanguard Illuminated Seat Marker

Creszendo Sconce

Square Sconce

Tempo was founded on the premise that theatre safety illumination could be designed and produced 
to radically simplify the installation and maintenance process. This successful approach to product 
design stands today and Tempo now manufactures total lighting solutions for theatres, auditoriums and 
performance venues. Product lines encompass ambient lighting, aisle and pathway safety lighting and 
illuminated markers. 

HLS Aisle Lighting System

SPL Step/Path Light



HIGH LUMEN OUTPUT
570-1,050 Lm/ft
Integral Power Supply

C7R Linear Lighting

1961 McGaw Ave.
Irvine, CA 92614

949.442.1601
info@tempollc.com
tempollc.com
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Tempo’s industrial C7R lighting system addresses the high performance criteria of facilities such as 
data centers, machine shops and laboratories. The high degree of configuration flexibility allows for 
a tailored solution to meet the design objectives, such as micro-baffles for reduced glare or a dome 
lens for high vertical illuminance.

Private Garage
Vermont

C7R
Credit:  Smith Buckley Architects 
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